Abstract. Using ideas pioneered by Wehrheim and Woodward, we associate to any closed, oriented 3-manifold Y a finitely generated abelian group SI(Y ) obtained from (quilted) Lagrangian Floer homology in a certain moduli space of SU(2)-representations associated to a special kind of handlebody decomposition of Y . We show that SI(Y ) is natural with respect to Heegaard splittings of Y , so that it may be considered as a concrete group as opposed to an isomorphism class of a group. By adapting constructions of Ozsváth and Szabó from Heegaard Floer homology to our setting, we show how to obtain functorial invariants of cobordisms between connected 3-manifolds. We also generalize the construction to the case of SU(r)-representations, r > 2.
SU(2)-bundle over Y , and the differential counts anti-self-dual SU(2)-connections (instantons) on Y × R which have the appropriate asymptotics.
Using similar ideas, Floer [Flo88b] also defined a homological invariant for pairs of Lagrangian submanifolds L 0 , L 1 in some fixed symplectic manifold M . The chain complex for this Lagrangian Floer homology is generated by intersection points between the Lagrangians, and the differential counts pseudoholomorphic strips u : R × [0, 1] −→ M with u(R, 0) ⊂ L 0 , u(R, 1) ⊂ L 1 , and the appropriate asymptotic behavior.
Atiyah [Ati88] had the remarkable insight that Floer's instanton homology should have an interpretation in terms of Lagrangian Floer theory. Namely, if one chooses a genus g Heegaard splitting for a 3-manifold Y , one can consider the SU(2)-character varieties L α , L β of the two pieces as lying in the SU(2)-character variety M (Σ g ) of the Heegaard surface, by restriction of representations. M (Σ g ) is a stratified symplectic space, and L α , L β are Lagrangian, so one could hope to define the Lagrangian Floer homology of (L α , L β ). The Atiyah-Floer conjecture says that, assuming this Lagrangian Floer homology can be defined, it is equal to the instanton Floer homology of Y when Y is a integer homology 3-sphere.
Unfortunately, there are difficult technical issues that make the Atiyah-Floer conjecture challenging to prove. The principal issue is that M (Σ g ) is not a smooth manifold, preventing one from defining Lagrangian Floer groups in a straightforward way. Salamon and Wehrheim [Sal94, SW08, Weh05] have initiated a program to understand and prove the Atiyah-Floer conjecture, but the problem remains open.
The purpose of the present article is to move towards a better understanding of the interplay between instanton homology and Lagrangian Floer theory by considering a suitable modification of the relevant SU(2)-character varieties that prevents the existence of singularities. Although the resulting Lagrangian Floer homology is no longer equal to Floer's instanton homology, even for S 3 , a suitable modification of instanton homology due to Donaldson appears to be the partner for our theory in a variant of the Atiyah-Floer conjecture.
The idea of our construction is roughly the following. Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold and Σ g a genus g Heegaard surface in Y , so that Y = H α ∪ Σg H β for two genus g handlebodies H α , H β . Now, choose a point z ∈ Σ g and in a small neighborhood of z, remove a regular neighborhood of a θ-graph (i.e. a graph with two vertices and three edges connecting them) from Y , where the θ-graph is embedded so that each edge intersects Σ g once and each handlebody H α , H β contains one of the vertices. Write Σ θ g , H θ α , and H θ β for the intersections of the pieces of the Heegaard decomposition with the complement of this θ-graph. Now, instead of looking at all conjugacy classes of SU(2)-representations of the fundamental groups of each piece of the decomposition, we will add the condition that meridians of the edges of the θ-graph should be sent to the conjugacy class of traceless SU(2) matrices. Hence, for example, the appropriate character variety to associate to Σ θ g should be M g,3 = A 1 , B 1 , . . . , A g , B g , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ∈ SU(2)
Write L α , L β ⊂ M g,3 for the images of the traceless character varieties of H θ α , H θ β under restriction to the boundary.
Similar to the case before the θ-graph was removed, M g,3 is symplectic and L α , L β are Lagrangian submanifolds of M g,3 . Furthermore, M g,3 is in fact smooth and compact, and we may define the 2.1. Smooth and Symplectic Topology of Moduli Spaces. Let (Σ g , x) denote the surface of genus g equipped with an n-tuple of distinct marked points x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Let µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) denote an n-tuple of elements of the fundamental alcove A ⊂ su(2) for SU(2). In this case, A ∼ = [0, 1/2] and the conjugacy class C µ labeled by µ ∈ [0, 1/2] can be represented by exp(µ) = e 2πiµ 0 0 e −2πiµ ∈ SU(2).
For k = 1, . . . , n, let γ k denote a small loop encirling x k . Then the moduli space of flat bundles on (Σ g , x, µ) is the space of SU(2)-representations of π 1 (Σ g \ x) such that γ k is sent to an element in the conjugacy class C µ k , modulo conjugation:
If {α j , β j } denotes the standard generating set of π 1 (Σ g ) (which we will assume misses the marked points x i ) and the γ k are oriented appropriately, then we have the following presentation of π 1 (Σ g \ x):
π 1 (Σ g \ x) ∼ = α 1 , . . . , α g , β 1 , . . . , β g , γ 1 , . . . , γ n g j=1
[α j , β j ] n k=1 γ k .
Using this presentation and writing C µ = C µ 1 × · · · × C µn , we see that
The definition of the moduli space given above is referred to as the holonomy description of M (Σ g , x, µ). It is possible to define the symplectic form on M (Σ g , x, µ) using the holonomy description (see [WW15b, Remark 3 .7(c)], for example), but we will have little use for the specific expression for the symplectic form. We will simply state its existence here.
Proposition 2.1. There exists a naturally defined symplectic form ω on the smooth stratum of M (Σ g , x, µ).
We will be doing Floer theory in the moduli spaces M (Σ g , x, µ), so that it will be necessary to work in the smooth stratum. Unfortunately, this can be an open stratum which is not weakly convex at infinity, so it is not a setting adapted to traditional Floer theory. Hence we need some condition on the marked points and labels which guarantee that M (Σ g , x, µ) is a smooth manifold. Fortunately, we have the following simple sufficient condition for this to occur:
Proposition 2.2. If n is odd and µ k = 1 4 for each k = 1, . . . , n, then M (Σ g , x, µ) is a smooth manifold of dimension 6g − 6 + 2n.
Homotopy Groups of M g,3 .
We will make use of some specific information about lowdimensional homotopy groups of M g,3 . The relevant information is listed in the following Proposition:
Proposition 2.4. M g,3 is connected and simply connected, and when g > 0, π 2 (M g,3 ) is free of rank 4.
The fact that π 2 (M g,3 ) ∼ = Z 4 is probably not as well known as the 1-connectedness of M g,3 , but it follows from the fact that H 2 (M g,3 ) = Z 4 (see [Str12, Corollary 3 .9]) in tandem with the Hurewicz theorem.
Symplectic Instanton Homology via Cerf Decompositions
It is possible for us to define our symplectic instanton homology entirely in terms of a Heegaard splitting and prove invariance that way (see Sections 4-6 for this), but working only with Heegaard splittings makes proving certain properties (the Künneth principle, well-definedness of cobordism maps, the surgery exact trangle) more difficult than necessary. For this reason, we will start by defining symplectic instanton homology in terms of more general handlebody decompositions called Cerf decompositions, using the "Floer field theory" approach of Wehrheim and Woodward [WW15b, WW16, Weh16] .
3.1. Cerf Decompositions. Suppose X − and X + are two closed, oriented n-dimensional smooth manifolds. A bordism from X − to X + is a pair (Y, φ) consisting of a compact, oriented (n + 1)-dimensional smooth manifold Y along with an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism φ : ∂Y −→ X − X + . We say that two bordisms (Y, φ) and (Y , φ ) from X − to X + are equivalent if there exists an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism ψ : Y −→ Y such that φ • ψ| ∂Y = φ. We may form the connected bordism category Bord 0 n+1 whose objects are closed, oriented, connected smooth n-manifolds and whose morphisms are equivalence classes of (n + 1)-dimensional compact, oriented, connected bordisms.
In order to break up bordisms into basic pieces, we bring Morse theory into the picture. A Morse datum for the bordism (Y, φ) is pair (f, t) consisting of a Morse function f : Y −→ R and a strictly increasing list of real numbers t = (t 0 , . . . , t m ) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) min f (y) = t 0 and f −1 (t 0 ) = φ −1 (X − ) (i.e. the minimum of f is t 0 and this minimum is attained at all points of the incoming boundary of Y and nowhere else), and similarly the max f (y) = t m and f −1 (t m ) = φ −1 (X + ). (ii) f −1 (t) is connected for all t ∈ R. (iii) Critical points and critical values of f are in one-to-one correspondence, i.e. f : Crit(f ) −→ f (Crit(f )) is a bijection. (iv) t 0 , . . . , t m are all regular values of f and each interval (t k−1 , t k ) contains at most one critical point of f .
A bordism (Y, φ) is an elementary bordism if it admits a Morse datum with at most one critical point. If (Y, φ) admits a Morse datum with no critical points, then it is called a cylindrical bordism. Due to the correspondence between critical points of Morse functions and handle attachments, we see that an elementary bordism is a bordism arising from the attachment of at most one handle to ∂Y − .
We will give a special name to decompositions of (Y, φ) into elementary bordisms. A Cerf decomposition of (Y, φ) is a decomposition
of Y into a sequence of elementary bordisms embedded in Y such that (i) Each X k is connected and nonempty, and the X k are pairwise disjoint.
(ii) The interiors of the Y k are disjoint, and
Certainly any Morse datum induces a Cerf decomposition, and given a Cerf decomposition a compatible Morse function can be constructed.
We say that two Cerf decompositions 
(X k , X k+1 ) is elementary. Note that the X k 's do not appear in the notation for the Cerf decomposition; they are usually understood by context.
Given two Cerf decompositions
of an equivalence class [(Y, φ)], we say they are equivalent if there exist orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms ψ k : X k −→ X k (k = 0, . . . , m, where X 0 = X − and X m = X + ) such that ψ 0 = id X − , ψ m = id X + , and
We know we can find a Morse datum for any bordism (Y, φ) and a Morse datum is equivalent to a Cerf decomposition for (Y, φ). We would like to define invariants of (Y, φ) by picking a Morse datum, defining the invariants for the elementary bordisms appearing in the associated Cerf decomposition, and then "gluing together" the invariants of the elementary bordisms to obtain an invariant for (Y, φ). Certainly we want such an invariant to only depend on the equivalence class [(Y, φ)] ∈ Hom Bord 0 n+1 (X − , X + ). To this end, we would like to understand exactly how two different Cerf decompositions of a given equivalence class can differ. (X − , X + ) be an equivalence class of bordisms and suppose we have a Cerf decomposition
By a Cerf move we mean one of the following modifications made to [ 
(below we omit the boundary parametrizations φ k to simplify notation):
, and for some choice of Morse data (f, t), (f , t ) inducing the two Cerf decompositions and a metric on Y , the attaching cycles for the critical points y k and y k+1 of f and y k and y k+1 of f in X k = X k are disjoint; in X k−1 = X k−1 , the attaching cycles of y k and y k+1 are homotopic; and in X k+1 = X k+1 the attaching cycles of y k+1 and y k are homotopic. See Figure 1 for an example of this move. The main use of Theorem 3.2 for us is the following. Let C be some category. Suppose we wish to define a "C-valued connected field theory" for (n + 1)-dimensional bordisms (n ≥ 2), i.e. a functor F : Bord 0 n+1 −→ C. If we can define F on all objects (closed, connected, oriented n-manifolds) and all elementary (n + 1)-dimensional bordisms in such a way that F has the same value on compositions of elementary bordisms differing by Cerf moves, then from Theorem 3.2 it follows that this partially defined functor F uniquely extends to a functor F : Bord 0 n+1 −→ C.
Symplectic Instanton Homology via Lagrangian Correspondences.
We now precisely describe a way to add a "trivial k-stranded tangle" to a Cerf decomposition. Let (Y n+1 , φ) be a bordism with ∂Y − , ∂Y + = ∅ and fix a Morse datum (f, t) for Y . Let (Y 0 , . . . , Y m ) denote the Cerf decomposition for Y induced by (f, t). Choose k points x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ D n and let [a,b] should be thought of as (the complement of) a trivial k-stranded tangle in the cylinder D n × [a, b]. We wish to have a way to insert copies of S [a,b] into (Y 0 , . . . , Y m ).
Let z ∈ int(Y ) be a point contained in a gradient flow line of f connecting ∂Y − to ∂Y + . Denote this gradient flow line by γ z . Then we may form a new Cerf decomposition (
] denotes the result of removing a neighborhood of γ z ∩ Y j and gluing
is then a Cerf decomposition describing the complement of an unknotted k-stranded tangle connecting ∂Y − and ∂Y + .
A picture is more illuminating than the construction in the previous paragraph; see Figure 2 for an example of adding a trivial 3-stranded tangle to a 3-dimensional bordism. Now we bring moduli space of SU(2)-representations into the picture. We fix the number of strands in our trivial tangle (denoted by k above) to be 3. For each j, we may define the moduli space M (Y θ j ) of conjugacy classes of SU(2)-representations of π 1 (Y θ j ) which send the meridians of the trivial 3-stranded tangle to the conjugacy class of SU(2) consisting of traceless matrices. If ι j : ∂Y θ j → Y θ j denotes the inclusion of the boundary and φ j : ∂Y θ j −→X j,− X j,+ denotes the parametrization of ∂Y θ j (which we have been suppressing from our notation), we can define a map
. Denoting the image of this map by L(Y θ j ), we have the following.
e. it defines a Lagrangian correspondence between the moduli spaces of the boundary components of Y θ j .
Proof. This is easiest to see in terms of the gauge theoretic description of the moduli spaces. For any surface Σ g with 3 marked points x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 , let Σ θ g denote the surface with boundary obtained by removing small open disk neighborhoods of each x i . An object of M g,3 can be considered as a gauge equivalence class of SU(2)-connections [A] on Σ θ g , where the holonomy of A around any of the boundary components is a traceless SU(2) matrix. With this interpretation, 
where the subscript ∂ indicates we use forms that vanish in a neighborhood of the boundary, and the symplectic form ω is given by the familiar formula
Similarly, we have 
The last term on the right is zero, since the forms α, β vanish in a neighborhood of
. It is also clearly half-dimensional, so that it is a Lagrangian. 
Proof. By the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem, any representation of
) whose restrictions to π 1 (X θ k ) agree, and therefore an element of the
) whose restrictions to π 1 (X θ k ) are conjugate. Two such representations glue together to a representation of 
) are embedded and equal to one another, since
) by assumption. Therefore we have the following equivalences in Symp:
. . ), which shows that a critical point switch does not change the morphism in Symp represented by the Cerf decomposition. 
For the general case where α is not necessarily standard, notice that up to isotopy, any set of attaching curves can be obtained from the standard one by a sequence of Dehn twists on Σ g . Since Dehn twists on Σ g induce symplectomorphisms on M g,3 , it follows that L α Lagrangian for any g-tuple of attaching curves α.
Note that L α is actually a Lagrangian correspondence L α : M 0,3 −→ M g,3 coming from the Cerf decomposition of the α-handlebody minus a solid 3-ball given by attaching 2-handles along the α-curves, as constructed in the previous section. Since M 0,3 = {pt}, it makes sense that this Lagrangian correspondence can actually be thought of as a Lagrangian submanifold of M g,3 .
We can determine what manifold L α is a Lagrangian embedding of:
Proof. Again, we first consider the case where the α-curves are standard. Then we may make the identification
Note that if the orientations of the three punctures are chosen appropriately, then up to conjugation (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) = (i, j, −k) is the only triple of elements in C 1/4 such that C 1 C 2 C 3 = 1. We claim that the map
is a diffeomorphism. Injectivity is clear, since the common stabilizer of i, j, and −k is the center
and therefore [B 1 , . . . , B g , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ] lies in the image of our map. Furthermore, the choice of D can be made so that it varies smoothly with (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) (depending only on the angles between C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and i, j, −k, respectively). It follows that L α is diffeomorphic to (S 3 ) g when α is the standard set of α-curves.
Up to isotopy, nonstandard α-curves may be obtained by a sequence of Dehn twists on Σ g , which induce symplectomorphisms on M g,3 . Hence it follows that L α is diffeomorphic to (S 3 ) g for any g-tuple of attaching curves α.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 additionally allows us to explicitly identify the intersection L α ∩ L β .
Theorem 4.3. For any two sets of attaching curves α and β, we have that
Proof. Let H α and H β denote the α-and β-handlebodies, respectively. Then the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that
, where we do not mod out by the action of conjugation. Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 4.2 also shows that
and L α , L β always lie entirely inside this subset of M g,3 . Therefore by the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem an intersection point of L α and L β corresponds to an element of Hom(π 1 (Y ), SU(2)).
Because of Theorem 4.3, we see that a Hamiltonian perturbation will almost always be required to achieve transversality for the Lagrangians. On the other hand, since Hom(π 1 (Y ), SU(2)) can be perturbed to a disjoint union of an isolated point, S 2 's, and RP 3 's (via holonomy perturbations in Hom(π 1 (Y ), SU(2))/conj.), so it may be possible to consider a Morse-Bott approach in working with the Floer homology of L α and L β .
Since the trivial representation is always isolated in Hom(π 1 (Y ), SU(2)) when Y is a rational homology sphere [AM14, Proposition III.1.1(c)], we immediately obtain the following:
Corollary 4.4. The trivial representation θ = [I, I, . . . , I, I, i, j, −k] ∈ M g,3 is always an intersection point of L α and L β , for any sets of attaching circles α and β. When Y is a rational homology sphere, θ is a transverse intersection point.
4.2.
Whitney n-gons. Since our goal is to study pseudoholomorphic disks with boundaries on Lagrangians of the form L α , we should start by understanding the topology of the relevant spaces of maps.
Suppose we have n sets of attaching curves α 1 , . . . , α n and furthermore suppose that the associated Lagrangians L α 1 , . . . , L αn intersect transversely (perhaps after a Hamiltonian perturbation). Let D n denote the closed unit disk in C with markings z k = exp(2πki/n) at the n th roots of unity. Starting from 1 and moving clockwise, denote the connected components of
. . , n. We will write Whit(y 1 , . . . , y n ) for the space of all Whitney n-gons for (y 1 , . . . , y n ) and π 2 (y 1 , . . . , y n ) for the set of all homotopy classes of Whitney n-gons for (y 1 , . . . , y n ).
It turns out that we can determine the homotopy classes of Whitney n-gons for any n-tuple of intersection points.
Lemma 4.5. For any transverse n-tuple of Lagrangians L α 1 , . . . , L αn in M g,3 associated to attaching sets α 1 , . . . , α n and distinct intersection points
Proof. If we use the notation Ω Y (a, b) for the space of all continuous paths in Y from a to b, then the "boundary evaluation" map
is a Serre fibration with homotopy fiber Map * (S 2 , M g,3 ) (to identify the fiber this way, fix a reference n-gon φ 0 with the correct boundary evaluation and use it to cap off any other n-gon with the same boundary data). Part of the associated long exact sequence in homotopy reads
is 2-connected, the outer two homotopy groups vanish and hence
by Proposition 2.4, we conclude that
Note that the identification π 2 (y 1 , . . . ,
is affine (i.e. non-canonical), since it depends on a choice of reference n-gon.
Symplectic Instanton Homology via Heegaard Diagrams
5.1. The Definition. Let (Σ g , α, β, x) be a pointed Heegaard diagram. We have now shown how to associate a pair of Lagrangian submanifolds L α , L β in M g,3 to this data. Now the next step is to consider their Lagrangian Floer homology.
Perhaps after applying a Hamiltonian isotopy, we may assume that L α and L β intersect transversely, so that L α ∩ L β is a finite set of points. Define the symplectic instanton chain complex
where #M(ρ, σ) denotes the signed count of Maslov index 1 holomorphic strips (modulo translation) from ρ to σ with boundary on L α ∪ L β .
Since M g,3 , L α , and L β are monotone, it follows that (CSI(Σ g , α, β, x), ∂) is indeed a chain complex and the symplectic instanton homology
is a well-defined invariant of the pointed Heegaard diagram H = (Σ g , α, β, x).
Note that a pointed Heegaard diagram
, where Y k corresponds to 1-handle attachments determined by α k (1 ≤ k ≤ g) and Y g+k corresponds to 2-handle attachments determined by β k . It is easily checked that for 1
i.e. the definition of symplectic instanton homology in terms of Heegaard diagrams is a special case of the original definition using Cerf decompositions.
5.2.
Gradings. The Lagrangian Floer chain group CF(L α , L β ) always admits a Z/2-grading as follows. We assume that L α intersects L β transversely (so that perhaps a Hamiltonian perturbation has been applied). First, choose orientations on L α and L β ; M g,3 has an orientation determined by the symplectic form. Any given generator y ∈ CF(L α , L β ) corresponds to a transverse intersection point of L α and L β since we assume L α L β . We define the Z/2-grading of the generator y by
It is clear that the Floer differential is of degree 1 with respect to this grading, so that this grading descends to the Lagrangian Floer homology group SI(H) = HF(L α , L β ).
Invariance and Naturality with Respect to Heegaard Diagrams
Now we turn to an investigation of the invariance and naturality of symplectic instanton homology as an invariant of Heegaard diagrams. While invariance certainly follows from Theorem 3.5 and the fact that the definition using Heegaard diagrams is a special case of the original definition, we will still discuss it in the context of Heegaard diagrams, in order to illustrate that a proof of invariance does not require more general Cerf decompositions.
Naturality of symplectic instanton homology with respect to Heegaard diagrams, however, is not something that we established for the general definition of symplectic instanton homology, and the proof we give relies on the use of Heegaard diagrams to define symplectic instanton homology instead of arbitrary Cerf decompositions.
6.1. Isotopies of Attaching Curves. Since the Lagrangians L α , L β are defined in terms of SU(2)-representations of π 1 (Σ g \ x) sending the α-or β-curves to I, they are certainly invariant under isotopies of the α-and β-curves. Therefore:
6.2. Handleslides. It also is easy to see that handleslides do not affect the symplectic instanton chain complex at all.
Theorem 6.2. Let (Σ g , α, β, x) and (Σ g , α , β , x) be two Heegaard diagrams such that α k is obtained from α k via handleslides with the α-curves and β k is obtained from β k via handleslides with the β-curves for k = 1, . . . , g. Then
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of a single handleslide between two α-curves, say a handleslide of α 1 over α 2 . Hence we get two sets of attaching curves
where α 1 is the result of sliding α 1 over α 2 . We claim that the Lagrangians L α and L α are identical as subsets of M g,3 . To see this, we use the gauge theoretic description of the Lagrangians. Let [A] be any gauge equivalence class of connections in L α , and pick a specific representative A for this class. By the definition of a handle slide, there is a smooth embedding φ : P −→ Σ g of the pair of pants P such that the boundary of the image φ(P ) is α 1 α 2 α 1 . Since [A] ∈ L α , the pullback connection φ * A on P has trivial holonomy around the two boundary components of P mapping to α 1 and α 2 under φ. Therefore φ * A extends to a connection on D 2 , and is necessarily trivial, so that we may conclude Hol
Therefore handleslides do not change the Lagrangians and the result follows.
6.3. Stabilization. In contrast to the other Heegaard moves, invariance under stabilization is not trivial to prove. We will use the quilted Floer theory of Wehrheim and Woodward [WW10] (reviewed in Appendix B) to give a fairly simple proof of stabilization invariance.
Given a Heegaard diagram (Σ g , α, β, x), write (Σ g+1 , α , β , x) for its stabilization and let
One may easily check the following:
and L αα • L β β are all embedded and are respectively equal to L α , L β , and ∆ M g,3 , where
Now a basic series of manipulations and the fact that embedded geometric composition leaves Floer homology invariant up to canonical isomorphism finishes the job:
Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. We simply compute that
Since all possible Heegaard diagrams for a fixed 3-manifold Y are related by a finite sequence of isotopies, handleslides, and stabilizations, we see that we have obtained a proof that SI(H) is a topological invariant of Y (up to isomorphism), without using Cerf decompositions.
6.4. Naturality. By showing the invariance of SI(H) under pointed Heegaard moves on H, we established that it gives a well-defined isomorphism class of a group SI(Y ) associated to the 3-manifold Y represented by H. In order to define maps induced by cobordisms (as we do in Section 8), it is necessary to have a well-defined group SI(Y ), not just an isomorphism class of groups. To pin down a specific group SI(Y ), we need to consider loops of Heegaard diagrams H t and ensure that SI(H t ) has no monodromy. This is potentially a very complicated thing to check since the fundamental group of the space of Heegaard splittings of a 3-manifold is highly nontrivial.
Fortunately, Juhász and Thurston [JT12, Definition 2.33] have determined a sufficient set of four conditions one must check to ensure that an algebraic invariant of pointed Heegaard diagrams gives a well-defined group. The first three conditions are trivial to check for symplectic instanton homology, so to shorten the exposition we omit a discussion of them here. The fourth condition is invariance under simple handleswaps, illustrated in In the simple handleswap move, the maps H 1 −→ H 2 and H 2 −→ H 3 are handleslides along the dotted arcs, while the third map H 3 −→ H 1 is the composition of Dehn twists, τ −1 γ • τ β 1 • τ α 1 , where γ denotes the large dotted curve in H 3 .
Proposition 6.5. The map SI(H 1 ) −→ SI(H 1 ) induced by a simple handleswap is the identity.
Proof. Since handleslides have already been found to induce to identity on symplectic instanton homology, we just need to check that the diffeomorphism τ −1 γ • τ β 1 • τ α 1 induces the identity. But it is easy to check that for both H 3 and H 1 , L α ∩ L β consists only of the trivial representation, so it is not possible for any differentials to exist for CSI(H 3 ) or CSI(H 1 ) and therefore the fact that τ −1 γ • τ β 1 • τ α 1 identifies the single generators of CSI(H 3 ) and CSI(H 1 ) implies that it induces the identity on homology.
Technically, to apply this result we need to be able to glue (i.e. connect sum) the local pictures in Figure 3 with an arbitrary Heegaard diagram. But each local handleswap picture is the result of stabilizing twice and possibly performing handleslides, which we already know leaves symplectic instanton homology invariant. Hence handleswap invariance for arbitrary Heegaard diagrams follows from invariance under the local handleswap move.
Since the conditions required by Juhász and Thurston are satisfied by SI(H), it follows that symplectic instanton homology defines a natural invariant of Heegaard diagrams of 3-manifolds.
Corollary 6.6. To any oriented 3-manifold Y , symplectic instanton homology assigns a welldefined, specific group SI(Y ) (not merely an isomorphism class of groups).
Computations
In this section, we give a formula for the Euler characteristic of SI(Y ), and compute SI(Y ) for S 3 , S 2 × S 1 , lens spaces, and connected sums. 7.1. Euler Characteristic and an Absolute Z/2-Grading. Since it is useful for some later computations, we start by determining the Euler characteristic of symplectic instanton homology.
Theorem 7.1. For any closed, oriented 3-manifold Y ,
Proof. The proof is based on well-known properties of SU (2)
Floer homology is a categorification of oriented intersection number. Therefore we really just need to fix a Heegaard
The representation spaces Hom(
Chapter III], especially Proposition III.1.1). We will therefore establish the desired result by proving that there is an open neighborhood of
which contains all possible Lagrangians coming from handlebodies by the proof of Theorem 4.3, that is homeomorphic to an open neighborhood of
Indeed, write
and consider the open neighborhood
Note that U 2 = E . We have analogous subsets
of R * with U 2 = E. For each t ∈ (1, 2], we define a map
is easily seen to be a homeomorphism. Since h is a homeomorphism of open neighborhoods of E and E identifying the respective embeddings of L α and
by the first paragraph of the proof, the desired result follows.
Recall (Section 5.2) that SI(Y ) admits a Z/2-grading once we fix orientations of L α and L β . Theorem 7.1 allows us to make a specific choice of orientations for the Lagrangians when Y is a rational homology 3-sphere. Namely, we orient the Lagrangians 
Proof. By taking the genus zero pointed Heegaard diagram for S 3 , we see that the relevant flat moduli space is M 0,3 ∼ = {pt}, and the Lagrangians are L α ∼ = {pt} ∼ = L β . Hence CSI(S 3 ) can be generated by a single point, so that we necessarily have SI(S 3 ) ∼ = Z. Since the only intersection point is the trivial connection, we see that this Z sits in grading 0.
Before computing SI(S 2 × S 1 ), we recall the following. The self-Floer cohomology of a (monotone) Lagrangian submanifold L in a (monotone) symplectic manifold M admits the structure of a unital algebra. The product is defined by counting pseudoholomorphic triangles with two prescribed vertices, and the unit is defined as a count of pseudoholomorphic disks with one positive boundary puncture. See Appendix B for a review of how counts of disks with positive/negative boundary punctures define maps between Floer cohomology groups.
Proposition 7.3. SI(S 2 × S 1 ) ∼ = H 3− * (S 3 ) as a Z/2-graded unital algebra.
Proof. Consider the genus 1 pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ 1 , α, β, z) for S 2 × S 1 where α and β are the same meridian. Then since
It is a folklore fact that under appropriate conditions (which are satisfied in our case), the Lagrangian Floer cohomology HF * (L) is isomorphic to the singular cohomology H * (L) as a unital algebra, and hence the Floer homology HF * (L) is isomorphic to H 3− * (L) as a unital algebra. We can give a more precise reference for the product structure: Buhovsky [Buh06] shows that the Oh spectral sequence {E p,q r , d r } is multiplicative. This spectral sequence has E 1 page given by E p,q 1
and collapses at the ([
In our present situation, dim L α = 3 and N Lα ≥ 8, so we actually find that E p,q 1 ∼ = E p,q ∞ and the multiplicative structures agree, so that SI(S 2 × S 1 ) ∼ = H 3− * (S 3 ) as a unital algebra.
Proposition 7.4. Let p and q be relatively prime positive integers. Then SI(L(p, q)) ∼ = Z p .
Proof. Consider the genus 1 pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ 1 , α, β, z) for L(p, q), where α is the meridian m, and β represents the curve qm
L α ∩ L β therefore corresponds to p th roots of I in SU(2). If p is odd, this set consists of the trivial representation [I, I, i, j, −k] and 1 2 (p − 1) copies of S 2 , each of which corresponds to the conjugacy class of e 2πik/p for some k ∈ {1, . . . , 
Section 2]) posits the existence of a Morse-Bott spectral sequence with , q) ). From the previous paragraph, H * (L α ∩ L β ) ∼ = Z p (regardless of whether p is odd or even). Recall from Theorem 7.1 that χ(SI(L(p, q))) = |H 1 (L(p, q))| = p. The spectral sequence therefore must collapse at the first page, so that SI(L(p, q)) ∼ = Z p . 7.3. Connected Sums. In Floer homology theories for 3-manifolds, connected sums of 3-manifolds tend to correspond to tensor products of Floer chain groups. This is indeed the case for symplectic instanton homology as well: we can generalize the proof of Theorem 6.4 (which essentially says CSI(Y #S 3 ) ∼ = CSI(Y )⊗CSI(S 3 ) ∼ = CSI(Y )) to establish the behavior of symplectic instanton chain groups under connected sum of 3-manifolds.
Theorem 7.5. For any closed, oriented 3-manifolds Y and Y , the symplectic instanton chain complex for Y #Y satisfies the following Künneth principle:
Proof. Given Heegaard diagrams H = (Σ g , α, β, z) for Y and H = (Σ g , α , β , z ) for Y , we get a Heegaard diagram H#H = (Σ g+g , α ∪ α , β ∪ β , z ) for Y #Y , where we perform the connect sum by removing neighborhoods of z and z , and z ∈ Σ g+g is a point in the connect sum region.
Note that in H#H , the attaching regions for the α-and β-handles are completely disjoint from the attaching regions for the α -and β -handles. Therefore by a sequence of critical point switches, we can construct Y #Y by attaching handles in the following order: α-handles, β-handles, α -handles, β -handles (if the attaching regions were not disjoint, in general we could only attach (α ∪ α )-handles and then (β ∪ β )-handles). In the language of Appendix B, this gives a sequence of Lagrangian correspondences
which by Theorem 3.5 is geometrically equivalent to the sequence given by the Heegaard diagram H#H :
Hence we have an identification of quilted Floer complexes
On the other hand, L β and L α have embedded geometric composition, and since
Remark 7.6. The proof of the Künneth principle also allows us to translate connected sum decompositions into gluing results for pseudoholomorphic polygons, which becomes extremely useful later. Namely, if we want to count rigid pseudoholomorphic n-gons coming from a connected sum H#H of Heegaard n-diagrams (where an "n-diagram" comes with n sets of attaching curves), we may actually instead count pairs of rigid pseudoholomorphic n-gons (φ, φ ), with φ coming from H and φ coming from H . This can be seen by tracking the identifications of moduli spaces arising from the various isomorphisms
Cobordisms and Functoriality
It is well-known that 3-and 4-manifold invariants which are gauge-theoretic in nature should fit into the framework of a topological quantum field theory. In this section, we explore part of that philosophy by defining maps between symplectic instanton groups induced by cobordisms between oriented 3-manifolds. We follow the approach of Ozsváth-Szabó [OS06] and define the cobordism maps via handle decompositions and triangle maps. 
by Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 7.3 (see below). Let Θ ∈ CSI(H 0 ) be the intersection point corresponding to the generator of H 0 (S 3 ) (see Proposition 7.3). Then we define the chain map g W induced by the 1-handle cobordism W by 
where Ψ (respectively Ψ ) are the isomorphisms of symplectic instanton homologies induced by the Heegaard move (as in Section 6).
Proof. Since isotopies of attaching curves and handleslides induce the identity on symplectic instanton homology, we need only check the result for when H 2 is obtained from H 1 via stabilization. In terms of quilted Floer homology, the relevant diagram we want to commute is
where the vertical maps are inverses of strip shrinking maps and the horizontal maps are relative invariants of (quilted) triangles. By Theorem B.1, this square commutes (without any grading shift since the strip we shrink has one incoming and one outgoing end).
This verifies that a cobordism consisting of a single 1-handle induces a map on symplectic instanton homology independent of the choice of Heegaard diagram. When W : Y −→ Y consists of n 1-handles H 1 , . . . , H n , we have that Y ∼ = Y #n(S 2 × S 1 ). We may then take H = H#H 0 # · · · #H 0 as a Heegaard diagram for Y , and identify
In this case, the chain map induced by the 1-handle cobordism is
and we again denote the induced map on homology by G W : SI(Y ) −→ SI(Y ). We should think of G W as a composition of maps for adding a single 1-handle; as such, we should check that it does not depend on the order in which the handles are added. Furthermore, we would like to verify that G W is actually an invariant of W , so we should make sure it is also invariant under handleslides of the 1-handles. 
where Ψ (respectively Ψ ) are the isomorphisms of symplectic instanton homologies induced by the Heegaard move (as in Section 6). 
, where the L i are the connected components of the link and λ i is a choice of longitude for L i (a homology class λ i ∈ H 1 (∂nbd(L i )) with µ i · λ i = 1, where • 2n 1-cells given by the L i and n paths δ i ⊂ Y satisfying δ i (0) = y 0 , δ i (1) = y i , and
Clearly a regular neighborhood of a bouquet B(L) is a genus n-handlebody and L i is unknotted inside this handlebody. This handlebody may not give a Heegaard splitting of Y , but there will be some genus g ≥ n Heegaard splitting of Y with one of the handlebodies containing this regular neighborhood. Hence we introduce the following definition.
Definition 8.7. A Heegaard triple (Σ g , α, β, γ, z) is said to be subordinate to the bouquet B(L) if the following conditions are satisfied:
• Attaching 2-handles along
• After surgering out β n+1 , . . . , β g , both β i and γ i lie in the obvious punctured torus T i ⊂ Σ g corresponding to L i for i = 1, . . . , n.
• For i = 1, . . . , n the β i are meridians for L i and the γ i are the longitudes of L i specified by λ i .
Note that for such a Heegaard triple,
, and H βγ = (Σ g , β, γ, z) is a Heegaard diagram for # g−n (S 2 × S 1 ). More specifically, we have the following.
Proposition 8.8. (Proposition 4.3 of [OS06])
The 4-manifold X αβγ described by a Heegaard triple
The above proposition suggests that we may use a triangle map associated to (Σ g , α, β, γ, z) in order to define a 2-handle cobordism map associated to W (L). We define
where as usual Θ ⊗(g−n) is the element of top degree in SI(# g−n (S 2 × S 1 )) ∼ = H 3− * (S 3 ) ⊗(g−n) . Since Θ ⊗(g−n) is a cycle, g L is a chain map and we get a map
We must justify the notation F L by showing that this map depends only on the framed link L. There are two levels of choices in the construction: first we pick a bouquet B(L) for L, and then we choose a Heegaard triple subordinate to B(L). As a first step, we describe the difference between two Heegaard triples subordinate to the same bouquet. • Isotopies and handleslides amongst the α-curves.
• Simultaneous isotopies and handleslides amongst the curves β n+1 , . . . , β g , γ n+1 , . . . , γ g .
• Isotopies and handleslides of the β i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, over the β j , n + 1 ≤ j ≤ g.
• Isotopies and handleslides of the γ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, over the γ j , n + 1 ≤ j ≤ g.
• "Stabilizations" introducing the usual stabilization curves α g+1 and β g+1 along with a γ-curve γ g+1 = β g+1 .
With the above in place, we can prove independence of the subordinate triple.
Lemma 8.10. For a fixed bouquet B(L), the 2-handle cobordism map
is independent of the choice of Heegaard triple subordinate to B(L) in the following sense: If H = (Σ g , α, β, γ, z) and H = (Σ g , α , β , γ , z ) are two Heegaard triples subordinate to B(L), then there is a commutative diagram
where Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 are the isomorphisms induced by the Heegaard moves relating the respective pairs of Heegaard diagrams.
Proof. We only need to check commutativity of the diagram for the moves listed in Lemma 8.9. The only such move where there is something to prove is the "stabilization" move. The argument is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 8.1. In terms of quilted Floer homology, the square we are interested in is
where the vertical maps are inverses of strip shrinking maps and the horizontal maps are relative invariants of (quilted) triangles. By Theorem B.1, this square commutes. Proof. It suffices to prove the independence in the case where B(L) and B (L) are two bouquets differing only in the choice of the arc δ 1 (as well as its terminal point y 1 ). But in this case, one can construct two Heegaard triples, (Σ, α, β, γ, z) subordinate to B(L) and (Σ , α , β , γ , z ) subordinate to B (L), such that α = α , β can be obtained from β via handleslides amongst the β-curves, and γ can be obtained from γ via handleslides amongst the γ-curves (see the proof of Lemma 4.8 in [OS06] ). Handleslides do not change the Lagrangians at all, so F L is therefore independent of the choice of bouquet.
Lemmas 8.10 and 8.11 immediately imply the following. To show that F L is actually an invariant of the 4-manifold W (L), we need to check that it is invariant under handleslides and also that it is independent of the order in which we attach the 2-handles. Invariance under handleslides is established as follows. α, β, γ, z) for the Heegaard triple subordinate to B(L) and H = (Σ g , α , β , γ , z) for the Heegaard triple subordinate to B(L ), it is easy to see that H and H are identical aside from β 1 being a handleslide of β 1 over β 2 and γ 1 being a handleslide of γ 1 over γ 2 . Therefore the moduli spaces and Lagrangians associated to H and H are identical, from which it follows that F L and F L are identical.
To establish invariance under the ordering of the 2-handles, we prove a composition property for the framed link invariants.
Theorem 8.14. If a framed link L ⊂ Y can be decomposed as L 1 L 2 , then we have that
Proof. Fix a bouquet B(L) for L and let H = (Σ g , α, β, γ, z) be a Heegaard triple subordinate to B(L) such that γ 1 , . . . , γ n are the framings for the n components of L 1 . Define a fourth set of attaching curves δ by setting
Note that H 1 = (Σ g , α, β, δ, z) is a Heegaard triple subordinate to the bouquet B(L 1 ) obtained from B(L) by throwing out the parts of the 1-complex having to do with L 2 . There is a similar bouquet B(L 2 ) which can be considered as lying in Y (L 1 ), and the Heegaard triple H 2 = (Σ g , α, δ, γ, z) is subordinate to this bouquet.
Using the bouquets B(L
from which we may compute
where F βδγ (Θ βδ ⊗ Θ δγ ) = Θ βγ by Proposition 7.3.
8.4. General Cobordisms and Invariance. So far, we have only defined cobordism maps for cobordisms consisting entirely of handles of equal index. We wish to make a definition for an arbitrary cobordism. Let W : Y −→ Y be an arbitrary cobordism of closed, oriented 3-manifolds and choose a handle decomposition of W such that the handles are attached in order of increasing index. Hence we get a factorization of W ,
where each W k is a cobordism consisting entirely of k-handles. We wish to define the cobordism map F W : SI(Y ) −→ SI(Y ) via this decomposition of W by using our previously defined cobordism maps:
The goal of this subsection is to show that the map F W is well-defined, and that it is actually a topological invariant of the 4-manifold W .
Previously, we showed that G W 1 , F W 2 , and E W 3 are topological invariants of W 1 , W 2 , and W 3 , respectively. Hence it only remains to inspect the behavior of these maps under Kirby moves involving handles of different indices, i.e. cancellation of pairs of handles.
Lemma 8.15. Let W 1 be a cobordism obtained by attaching a single 1-handle to the closed, oriented 3-manifold Y , and let W 2 be a cobordism obtained by attaching a 2-handle to Y #(S 2 × S 1 ) along a framed knot K such that the 2-handle cancels the 1-handle. Then F W 2 • G W 1 is the identity. − − → SI(S 3 ). We may therefore compute
Proof. Given a Heegaard diagram
where θ is the trivial representation in SI(S 3 ). This shows that
is the map induced by stabilization of the original Heegaard diagram H.
The proof is not finished, because K 0 is not the only framed knot such that 2-handle attachment along it cancels the 1-handle addition. Let K be an arbitrary such knot, and let H = (Σ g , α, β, β, z)#(Σ 1 , α 0 , α 0 , δ 0 , z 0 ) be the Heegaard triple corresponding to a 2-handle addition along K. The only difference between K and K 0 is in the framings γ 0 and δ 0 . These two framing curves differ by a power of a Dehn twist about α 0 . The action of the Dehn twist τ α 0 on Σ 1 induces a symplectic Dehn twist on M 1,3 about the Lagrangian sphere
is still the same in Floer homology; only the large area triangles in the count may change, but there are an even number of them. Hence this triple diagram represents the same closest point map
just as before.
A dual argument establishes the corresponding result for cancelling 2-and 3-handles:
Lemma 8.16. Let W 2 be a cobordism obtained by attaching a single 2-handle to the closed, oriented 3-manifold Y along a framed knot K, and let W 2 be a cobordism obtained by attaching a 3-handle to Y (K) along some 2-sphere such that the 3-handle cancels the 2-handle. Then E W 3 • F W 2 is the identity.
By combining the various lemmas throughout this section, we finally obtain the following. 
Proof. Since F W and F W are defined in terms of handle decompositions of W and W , to prove the composition law it suffices to check that the relevant maps induced by handle additions commute. We already showed that 2-handle maps commute with each other in Theorem 8.14, and certainly we can commute 1-handle maps with 3-handle maps defined by nonseparating attaching spheres. Therefore it remains to show that 2-handle maps commute with both 1-and 3-handle maps. 
Therefore cobordism maps for 1-and 2-handles commute.
To show that cobordism maps for 2-and 3-handles commute, we use an argument dual to the one of the previous paragraph. With H 0 as above, suppose Y is the result of adding a 3-handle to some non-separating 2-sphere in Y that does not intersect the framed link L ⊂ Y . Then given a bouquet B(L) for L in Y , there is a subordinate Heegaard triple H such that H#H 0 is a Heegaard triple subordinate to the bouquet for L in Y induced by B(L). Again, Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 7.3 imply that
, which establishes the desired commutativity. 8.5. Blowups. In this subsection, we inspect the behavior of cobordism maps under blowups (i.e. interior connected sums with CP 2 ).
In terms of framed links, blowing up corresponds to adding a 2-handle to a −1-framed unknot. Let us consider the simplest case of the −1-framed unknot K in the 3-sphere. It is clear that there is a genus 1 Heegaard triple H = (Σ 1 , α, β, γ, z) subordinate to the simplest possible bouquet B(K)
for K with α and β the standard meridian and longitude generators for π 1 (Σ 1 ), and γ = β − α (see Proof. Recall that there is a Z/2-grading on symplectic instanton homology, and the trivial representation sits in grading zero in SI(S 3 ). In general, given x ∈ L α ∩L β , y ∈ L β ∩L γ , and w ∈ L γ ∩L α , the expected dimension of the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic triangles in M 1,3 through x, y, and w mod 2 is given in terms of the absolute grading by
where the 3 = 1 2 dim M 1,3 appears since we are using Floer homology rather than Floer cohomology. By applying a small Hamiltonian isotopy to L α , we can resolve the triple intersection point θ into three intersection points
The Z/2-grading is preserved under this Hamiltonian isotopy, so we still have that gr(θ i ) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. Hence by ( * ) we have that dim M (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) ≡ 1 (mod 2), so the count of rigid pseudoholomorphic triangles coming from H is necessarily zero. It follows that F K ≡ 0. Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.19, Remark 7.6, and the fact that we can choose a Heegaard triple subordinate to a bouquet for K such that it contains the Heegaard triple from Figure 4 as a connect summand.
Higher Rank Invariants
Throughout this paper, we have been working with SU(2)-representations. It is rather straightforward to extend the definition of symplectic instanton homology to use SU(r)-representations for r > 2. In this section we will explain how to do this and describe some new features of the higher-rank invariants.
9.1. Symplectic Geometry of Higher Rank Moduli Spaces. We now discuss the generalizations of results from Section 2.1 to the setting of SU(r)-representations.
Let (Σ g , x) denote the surface of genus g equipped with an n-tuple of distinct marked points x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Let µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) denote an n-tuple of elements of the fundamental alcove A ⊂ su(r) for SU(r). The fundamental alcove for SU(r) can be identified as the polytope
and the conjugacy class C µ in SU(r) labeled by µ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ r ) can be represented by diag(e 2πiλ 1 , . . . , e 2πiλr ) ∈ SU(r).
For k = 1, . . . , n, let γ k denote a small loop encirling x k . Then the moduli space of flat SU(r)-bundles on (Σ g , x, µ) is the space of SU(r)-representations of π 1 (Σ g \ x) such that γ k is sent to an element in the conjugacy class C µ k , modulo conjugation:
The definition of the moduli space given above is referred to as the holonomy description of M [r] (Σ g , x, µ). Under certain conditions, it is a smooth, symplectic manifold:
Proposition 9.1. Suppose n = r + 1 and for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1,
for Λ ⊂ su(r) the coweight lattice,
and d is coprime to r, then M [r] (Σ g , x, µ) is a smooth manifold of dimension (2g − 2)(r 2 − 1) + 2j(r + 1)(r − j).
See [WW15b, Remark 3.7(c)] for a recursive formula for the symplectic form in terms of the holonomy description of the moduli space. We will denote the particular moduli space appearing in Proposition 9.1 by M g,r+1 is a complex Grassmannian:
In particular, if j = 1 or j = r − 1, then C ∼ = CP r−1 , and
g,r+1 ) = 2g(r 2 − 1).
Note that j = 1 or j = r −1 are the only cases where the genus zero moduli space has dimension 0, a property that makes the symplectic instanton homology for a Heegaard splitting the Floer homology of two Lagrangians, rather than the quilted Floer homology of two Lagrangian correspondences.
g,r+1 is monotone, but the monotonicity constant depends on the rank r:
g,r+1 is monotone with monotonicity constant τ = 1 2r .
9.2. Higher Rank Symplectic Instanton Homology via Cerf Decompositions. The construction of SU(r)-symplectic instanton homology is similar to the SU(2) case already considered. Given a closed, oriented 3-manifold Y , remove two open 3-balls from Y to get a 3-manifold Y with boundary two copies of S 2 . Given a basepoint z ∈ Y , choose a Morse datum for Y such that z lies on a gradient flow line γ z connecting the two boundary components.
Now the construction slightly differs from the SU(2) case: remove a neighborhood of γ z , and instead of gluing back in a cylinder with a trivial 3-stranded tangle inside, we glue back in a trivial (r + 1)-stranded tangle to get a 3-manifold Y [r] . The Morse datum we used to insert the trivial tangle induces a Cerf decomposition
For each k, we define the moduli space M 
k denotes the inclusion of the boundary and φ k : ∂Y
k , just like the SU(2) case we define a map 
m ], fix some 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 and define the symplectic instanton chain complex to be the quilted Floer complex
m )). By Theorem 9.4, the symplectic instanton homology
9.3. Higher Rank Symplectic Instanton Homology via Heegaard Diagrams. Understanding SI [r,j] (Y ) by using an arbitrary Cerf decomposition seems incredibly difficult. By restricting attention to Heegaard splittings, we obtain a simpler symplectic instanton complex and furthermore, the symplectic instanton homology is natural with respect to Heegaard splittings, just like the SU(2) invariants.
Due to the following proposition, we will focus on constructing SI Proof. Write
0,r+1 is the quotient of the connected space
by the conjugation action of SU(r). Since C µ ∼ = CP r−1 , it follows that R is (r 2 − 1)-dimensional, so that M Let (Σ g , α, β, x) be a pointed Heegaard diagram. In the SU(r) case, the thick basepoint x represents a small disk neighborhood with r + 1 punctures. Define Lagrangians
Note that these are simply the respective compositions of Lagrangian correspondences corresponding to handle attachments along the α-(resp. β-) curves. Hence, given a Heegaard diagram, we can compute the symplectic instanton homology from a Floer chain complex, without needing to use quilts:
The Lagrangians we consider are actually copies of SU(r) g : Theorem 9.6. For any set of g attaching curves α, L 
is free, so that any C = (C 1 , . . . , C r+1 ) ∈ R can be conjugated to (C * 1 , . . . , C * r+1 ) by a unique M C ∈ SU(r), and M C varies smoothly with C. Therefore, in the case that the α-curves are standard, we may make the identification
C ). The inverse map is SU(r)
If the α-curves are nonstandard, they differ from the standard ones by a diffeomorphism of Σ g , which in turn induces a symplectomorphism of M
is still a copy of SU(r) g . Proof. This follows by checking that simple handleswaps induce the identity on SI [r,1] (Y ). The proof of Proposition 6.5 applies to the SU(r) case with no modifications. 9.4. Computations. We can compute the SU(r)-symplectic instanton homology in some simple examples.
The intersection of L
Proof. By taking the genus 0 Heegaard diagram for S 3 , we get L
0,r+1 = {pt}, and therefore CSI [r,1] (S 3 ) is generated by the trivial representation, so that SI
Proposition 9.10. SI [r,1] (S 2 × S 1 ) ∼ = H r 2 −1− * (SU(r)) as a Z/2-graded unital algebra.
Proof. Consider the genus 1 pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ 1 , α, β, z) for S 2 × S 1 where α and β are the same meridian. Then since L 
Note that H * (SU(r)) is generated as a ring by elements of degree at most 2r − 1 (to see this, inductively apply the Leray-Serre spectral sequence to the fiber bundle SU(n − 1) −→ SU(n) −→ 
The SU(r)-symplectic instanton homology SI [r,1] (Y ) displays the expected behavior under connected sums:
Proposition 9.11. For any two Heegaard diagrams H and H , the symplectic instanton chain complex satisfies the following Künneth principle:
Proof. The proof of Theorem 7.5 (the SU(2) version of the Künneth principle) applies verbatim to CSI [r,1] .
9.5. Cobordisms and Functoriality. The construction of maps on SU(r)-symplectic instanton homology induced by cobordisms proceeds in parallel with the SU(2) case. We start by defining invariants for 1-, 2-, and 3-handle attachments, and then show that these invariants are unchanged under Kirby moves.
• A 1-handle attachment induces a cobordism
be the element corresponding to the generator of H 0 (SU(r)) under the isomorphism CSI
by the Künneth principle, we can define a 1-handle attachment map
We denote the induced map in homology by G : • Let L be an n-component framed link in Y . As in Section 8.3, we may choose a bouquet B(L) for L and a Heegaard triple H = (Σ g , α, β, γ, z) subordinate to B(L) with H αβ = Y , H βγ = # g−n (S 2 × S 1 ), and H αγ = Y (L). Letting Θ [r,1] ∈ CSI [r,1] (S 2 × S 1 ) denote the generator corresponding to the unit of H * (SU(r)) and applying the Künneth principle, we define the 2-handle cobordism map for attaching a 2-handle along L by
We denote the induced map in homology by F A Heegaard splitting is an "internal" way of decomposing a 3-manifold Y into two handlebodies, i.e. it uses an embedded surface inside Y . For purposes of visualization, it is more convenient to adopt an "external" point of view for Heegaard splittings, where we start with an abstract surface Σ g and obtain a closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold in which Σ g can be considered a Heegaard surface by describing how to glue two handlebodies along their common boundary Σ g .
In order to achieve this external depiction, we need to understand isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of Σ g . By the Alexander trick, an automorphism of Σ g is determined up to isotopy by the isotopy classes of the images of the g "standard α-curves" depicted in Figure 5 . Hence we can describe a 3-manifold if we have an abstract genus g surface Σ g along with two g-tuples of simple closed curves in Σ g (subject to certain conditions to ensure each set is the image of the standard α-curves under a single automorphism of Σ g ).
α 1 α g Figure 5 . The "standard α-curves" on Σ g .
The previous paragraph inspires the following definition. A (genus g) Heegaard diagram is a collection H = (Σ g , α, β) where α = (α 1 , . . . , α g ) and β = (β 1 , . . . , β g ) are g-tuples of simple closed curves in Σ g such that the α k (repectively the β k ) are disjoint and homologically independent (i.e. their linear span in H 1 (Σ g ; Z) ∼ = Z 2g has rank g).
Given a Heegaard diagram H = (Σ g , α, β), we may construct a closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold Y equipped with a genus g Heegaard splitting as follows. Form genus g handlebody H α (the α-handlebody) by attaching 2-handles to Σ g ×[0, 1] along the curves α k ×{1} ⊂ Σ g ×{1} and capping off the remaining S 2 boundary component with a 3-ball. The β-handlebody H β is formed in the same way using the curves β k × {1} ⊂ Σ g × {1}. We then have a closed 3-manifold Y obtained by identifying the boundaries of H α and H β (note that H α and H β have the same abstract surface Σ g as their boundary; the handlebodies may therefore be glued together using the identity map). By construction, Y has the particular Heegaard splitting H α ∪ Σg H β .
The two most basic and important examples of Heegaard diagrams are the genus 1 diagrams for S 3 and S 2 × S 1 pictured in Figure 6 . If one has two Heegaard diagrams H = (Σ g , α, β) and H = (Σ g , α , β ) representing 3-manifolds Y and Y , then the "connected sum" diagram H#H = (Σ g #Σ g , α ∪ α , β ∪ β ) represents the 3-manifold Y #Y .
A.2. Heegaard Moves. We would like to use Heegaard diagrams as an equivalent way of thinking of 3-manifolds (up to diffeomorphism). A moment's thought reveals that this cannot be done without introducing some concept of equivalence of Heegaard diagrams, as any 3-manifold is described uncountably many different Heegaard diagrams (for example, fix one diagram (Σ g , α, β) for your 3-manifold and change the curve α 1 by an isotopy). Because of this, we introduce the following three Heegaard moves, which change the Heegaard diagram H = (Σ g , α, β) but not the associated 3-manifold Y (up to diffeomorphism).
Isotopies.
Replace H with H = (Σ g , α , β ), where each α k (respectively β k ) differs from α k (respectively β k ) by an isotopy.
Handleslides. Choose any two distinct α-curves α j and α k . Any curve α j in Σ g such that together α j , α k , and α j bound a pair of pants in Σ g is called a handleslide of α j over α k . The curve α j is uniquely determined up to isotopy. If H denotes the Heegaard diagram which identical to H except that α j is replaced with α j , we say that H is obtained from H by a handleslide (of α j over α k ). Handleslides may also be performed amongst the β-curves.
Stabilization. Replace H with H#H 0 , where H 0 is the standard genus 1 Heegaard diagram for S 3 as in Figure 6 . We can also perform the reverse operation, destabilization, by getting rid of any H 0 connect summand of H; only the α-and β-curve from H 0 can intersect this summand if we wish to remove it.
The significance of the above three Heegaard moves is that they provide the required equivalence condition on Heegaard diagrams in order to identify them with diffeomorphism classes of 3-manifolds.
Proposition A.2. Any two Heegaard diagrams H and H for the same 3-manifold Y are related by a finite sequence of isotopies, handleslides, and (de)stabilizations.
A.3. Pointed Heegaard Diagrams. We actually need to include a basepoint when using Heegaard diagrams in symplectic instanton homology, so we explain the minor modifications to the definitions needed to accomodate this.
A pointed Heegaard diagram H = (Σ g , α, β, z) is a Heegaard diagram with the additional data of a basepoint z ∈ Σ g that is disjoint from both the α-and β-curves. A pointed Heegaard diagram determined a closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold Y in the same way that an unpointed Heegaard diagram does, and this 3-manifold Y comes with a distinguished basepoint z on its equipped Heegaard surface. Given a pointed Heegaard diagram H = (Σ g , α, β, z), the three pointed Heegaard moves are nearly the same as the unpointed case, with the following small changes:
• Isotopies should not pass through the basepoint.
• The pair of pants region defining a handleslide should not contain the basepoint.
• The connected sum region for stabilization should not contain the basepoint.
We then have a pointed analogue of Proposition A.2:
Proposition A.3. Any two pointed Heegaard diagrams H and H for the same pointed 3-manifold (Y, z) are related by a finite sequence of isotopies, handleslides, and (de)stabilizations.
Appendix B. Quilted Floer Homology
The construction of symplectic instanton homology and the proof of its main properties relies on the quilted Floer theory developed by Wehrheim and Woodward [WW10] . We quickly review the relevant definitions and results in this Appendix.
B.1. Lagrangian Correspondences and the Symplectic Category. Recall that if (M 0 , ω 0 ) and (M 1 , ω 1 ) are symplectic manifolds, then their product M 0 × M 1 is a symplectic manifold when equipped with the symplectic form (
In what follows, we will typically drop the symplectic form from the notation (in general it will be understood by context), and given M = (M, ω) we will use the notation M − = (M, −ω). Therefore a Lagrangian correspondence
We use the notation L : M 0 −→ M 1 as shorthand for "L is a Lagrangian correspondence from (M 0 , ω 0 ) to (M 1 , ω 1 )." This notation is inspired for our desire to have a "symplectic category" whose objects are symplectic manifolds and morphisms are Lagrangian correspondences. A naive construction of such a category is not possible, since compositions aren't always defined.
More precisely, given two Lagrangian correspondences Nevertheless, we will still naturally encounter Lagrangian correspondences whose composition is not embedded, and therefore we simply formally introduce compositions in order to form our symplectic category. A generalized Lagrangian correspondence from (M, ω) to (M , ω ) is a finite sequence of Lagrangian correspondences
is a sequence of symplectic manifolds such that (M 0 , ω 0 ) = (M, ω) and (M k , ω k ) = (M , ω ). In other words, a generalized Lagrangian correspondence is just some finite tuple of composable Lagrangian correspondences such that the first correspondence starts at (M, ω) and the last correspondence ends at (M , ω ). The generalized Lagrangian correspondence is cyclic if (M, ω) = (M , ω ).
We are now prepared to define our symplectic category. The symplectic category Symp with objects smooth symplectic manifolds and morphism sets Hom Symp (M, M ) consisting of generalized Lagrangian correspondences from M to M , modulo the equivalence relation Symp also admits duals. The dual of a morphism L = (L 01 , . . . ,
B.2. Floer Homology of Lagrangian Correspondences. We now turn to the task of extending the definition of Lagrangian Floer homology to accept generalized Lagrangian correspondences, rather than a pair of Lagrangians, as its input. In this section, we will assume all symplectic manifolds are monotone with fixed monotonicity constant τ ≥ 2 (meaning ω = τ c 1 ) and all Lagrangian correspondences are simply connected. These are the conditions satisfied in our main application, and they are sufficient to guarantee that Floer homology is well-defined with Z coefficients.
Recall that if L 0 and L 1 are two transversely intersecting Lagrangian submanifolds of a symplectic manifold (M, ω), then the Floer chain group is the free abelian group generated by the intersection points of L 0 and
If we fix a suitable, generic almost complex structure J on M , for any two intersection points p, q ∈ L 0 ∩ L 1 , we may define the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic strips from p to q,
Here ∂ J is the nonlinear Cauchy-Rieman operator,
where i is the standard complex structure on R × [0, 1], which we consider as the infinite strip
is a union of smooth, oriented, finitedimensional, compact manifolds (of possibly different dimensions). There is a natural free R-action on M(p, q; J) coming from translation in the R-direction of the domain. We write
where the subscript "1" denotes the 1-dimensional component. Hence M(p, q; J) consists of a finite number of signed points.
With the above in place, we can define the Floer boundary operator
One may show that ∂ 2 = 0, and hence the Floer homology
is defined. A standard type of argument applies to show that HF * (L 0 , L 1 ) is independent, up to isomorphism, of the suitable, generic J used to define it. By a similar standard argument, it is also invariant, up to isomorphism, under changing either of the Lagrangians by a Hamiltonian isotopy.
If L 0 and L 1 don't intersect transversely to begin with, we therefore can still define HF * (L 0 , L 1 ) by applying a small Hamiltonian isotopy of one of the Lagrangians to achieve transversality. 
Then define HF * (L) = HF * (L 0 , L 1 ). In the case that k is odd, replace L with the generalized Lagrangian correspondence B.3. Relative Invariants of Pseudoholomorphic Quilts. Continuing from the previous section, we now want to show how counting certain pseudoholomorphic maps defines chain maps between quilted Floer chain groups. We first must introduce some terminology.
A surface with strip-like ends consists of the following data:
• A surface with boundary S, and an enumeration of the boundary components ∂S = C 1 · · · C m .
• For each boundary component C k , a finite set (possibly empty) of d k points z k,1 , . . . , z k,d k ∈ C k , labelled cyclically according to the induced orientation of C k . We denote the indexing set for all such marked points
We will write e ± 1 = (k, l ± 1) to denote the next/previous label adjacent to e with respect to the cyclic ordering. I k,l ⊂ C k will denote the open arc in C k between z k,l and z k,l+1 (or
• A complex structure j on the punctured surface S = S \ {z e } e∈E(S) .
• For each e ∈ E(S), a set of embeddings where R + = (0, ∞) and R − = (−∞, 0) (a sign is chosen for each e, independent of the previous data), such that lim The set of labels has a natural partition E(S) = E − (S) E + (S) depending on whether the corresponding label is associated to an incoming or outgoing end.
• Orderings of the sets of incoming and outgoing ends, Surfaces S with strip-like ends represent the domains of certain pseudoholomorphic curves with Lagrangian boundary conditions. Indeed, let (M, ω) be a closed, monotone symplectic manifold and suppose that L = {L e } e∈E(S) is a collection of pairwise transverse, simply connected (for simplicity), monotone Lagrangian submanifolds of M . We write I + (L) for the set of tuples of points x + = {x + e ∈ L e−1 ∩ L e } e∈E + (S) and I − (L) for the set of tuples of points x − = {x − e ∈ L e ∩ L e−1 } e∈E − (S) . We may then define the moduli space M S (x − , x + ), which consists of finite energy pseudoholomorphic maps u : S −→ M satisfying the following boundary conditions and asymptotics:
• u(I e ) ⊂ L e for all e ∈ E(S).
• lim s→±∞ u( S,e (s, t)) = x ± e for all e ∈ E ± (S).
For generic almost complex structures on (M, ω), M S (x − , x + ) is a smooth, oriented manifold whose zero-dimensional component M S (x − , x + ) is a finite set of points. Hence the surface with strip-like ends S determines a relative invariant Φ S in Floer homology defined on the chain level by
The above ideas extend to define relative invariants for quilted Floer homology with just a little work. A quilted surface with strip-like ends consists of the following data:
• A collection of surfaces with strip-like ends, S = {(S k , j k )} m k=1 , called the patches of the quilt.
• A collection of seams S, where a seam is a 2-element set σ = {(k σ , e σ ), (k σ , e σ )} ⊂ m k=1 {k} × E(S k ).
The collection of seams is subject to the condition that σ ∩ σ = ∅ for any distinct σ, σ ∈ S (i.e. all seams are pairwise disjoint).
• For each seam σ ∈ S, an identification of the corresponding pair of boundary arcs/components, ϕ σ : I kσ,eσ −→ I k σ ,e σ
The {ϕ σ } σ∈S are required to be compatible with the strip-like ends, meaning the following:
-Both e σ and e σ − 1 are incoming and ϕ σ ( kσ,eσ (t, 0)) = k σ ,e σ −1 (t, 1), or they are both outgoing and ϕ σ ( kσ,eσ (t, 1)) = k σ ,e σ −1 (t, 0). -Both e σ − 1 and e σ are incoming and ϕ σ ( kσ,eσ−1 (t, 1)) = k σ ,e σ (t, 0), or they are both outgoing and ϕ σ ( kσ,eσ−1 (t, 0)) = k σ ,e σ (t, 1).
• An end for S is a maximal sequence of ends e = {(k i , e i )} such that k i ,e i (·, 1) = k i+1 ,e i+1 (·, 0) and {(k i , e i ), (k i+1 , e i+1 )} is a seam for each i. As part of the data of S we require orderings of the sets of such incoming and outgoing ends, The precise definition given above is a bit cumbersome, and an intuitive description with a picture is helpful. Figure 7 gives a picture of a quilted surface with strip-like ends, along with Lagrangian boundary conditions (defined in the next paragraph). Quilted surfaces S with strip-like ends represent the domains of tuples pseudoholomorphic curves with Lagrangian boundary conditions and certain compatibility conditions determined by the seams. Let (M 1 , ω 1 ), . . . , (M m , ω m ) be a collection of closed, monotone symplectic manifolds, one for each patch of S. Suppose that L = {L (kσ,eσ),(k σ ,e σ ) ⊂ M − kσ × M k σ } σ∈S(S) ∪ {L (k,e) ⊂ M k } (k,e)∈B(S) is a collection of pairwise transverse, simply connected (for simplicity), monotone Lagrangian correspondences/submanifolds. We may then define the moduli space M S (x − , x + ), which consists of k-tuples of finite energy pseudoholomorphic maps u j : S j −→ M j satisfying the following boundary conditions, asymptotics, and seam conditions:
• u(I (k,e) ) ⊂ L (k,e) for all (k, e) ∈ B(S).
• lim s→±∞ u k i ( k i ,e i (s, t)) = x ± (k i ,e i ) for all e = {(k i , e i )} ne i=1 ∈ E ± (S).
• (u kσ , u kσ • ϕ σ )(I kσ,eσ ) ⊂ L (kσ,eσ),(k σ ,e σ ) for all σ ∈ S(S).
Again, for generic almost complex structures on (M 1 , ω 1 ), . . . , (M m , ω m ), M S (x − , x + ) is a smooth, oriented manifold whose zero-dimensional component M S (x − , x + ) is a finite set of points. Hence the quilted surface with strip-like ends S determines a relative invariant Φ S in quilted Floer homology defined on the chain level by B.4. Quilted Floer Homology and Geometric Composition. Something that will be important for us is the behavior of relative invariants Φ S under geometric composition of Lagrangian correspondences on adjacent seams. More precisely, let S be a quilted surface with strip-like ends such that some patch S k is diffeomorphic to a strip R × [0, 1]. Let the seams of the patch S k be denoted {(l − , f − ), (k, e − )} and {(k, e + ), (l + , f + )}; one of these may possibly be a true boundary component. Suppose L is a collection of Lagrangian boundary conditions for S, and suppose that the correspondences
have embedded geometric composition L − •L + . Write S for the quilted surface with strip-like ends obtained from S by removing the strip S k and replacing it with the seam {(l − , f − ), (l + , f + )}. Take Lagrangian boundary conditions L for S which are identical to L for the seams and boundary components that S and S have in common, and
The process of obtaining (S , L ) from (S, L) is referred to as strip shrinking.
Theorem B.1. (Strip Shrinking for Quilted Surfaces) For quilted surfaces S and S as described above, there is a δ > 0 such that if the width of the strip S k is less than δ (with respect to the conformal structure on the domain), then there is an identification M(S) 0 = M(S ) 0 via strip shrinking, and the induced isomorphisms Ψ e : CF(L e ) −→ CF(L e ) intertwine the relative invariants of the quilted surfaces, up to a degree shift:
Here d k is the number of incoming ends of S k minus the number of outgoing ends of S k , and n k is half the dimension of the symplectic manifold M k associated to S k . Figure 8 . The process of strip shrinking in a quilted surface with strip-like ends.
